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Coming Up 

Shirt Promotions  

General Promotion White to Red Shirt 
Monday 28th May @ 7pm 

Competitions  

Manning River Rumble Taree PCYC —
Saturday April 28th   

May the Fists Fly  - Friday May5th Goulburn 

Blackthorn PCYC—Friday May 11th  

Other 

Special Guys & Girls Class—Sunday 6th 
April 10am 

Umina Sparring Sunday TBA May 9am 
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We will be 
Open 

Anzac Day  

25th April for 
all classes  



Yes it does say ‘Malcolm’ a cruel joke by my parents my full name is Malcolm Joseph but I have al-
ways been know as “Joe”. Handy though if someone rings and asks for Malcolm I know its serious !  



 

New Fee Structure  

Membership Prices from May 2018 

Starter Pack Membership  
 

One Class trial - $20 (one only) 

 

100 days membership unlimited classes includes 10oz-16oz gloves, hand wraps, skipping rope t-shirt 
mouthguard) - $199 (once only) 

 

Ongoing Memberships Black Shirt Program and access to advanced classes 

$25 per week * - Two visits per week (8 per month)  

$30 per week * - Three visits per week (12 per month)  

$40 per week* - Unlimited Classes plus some extra coaching for competitors  

$50 per week**- TOP TEN - By invitation to those with Olympic potential extra class per age group 

 

*Memberships paid fortnightly via DD or CC - 3 month min- 30 day notice - Paid in full for one year 10% discount.  

** Conditions on application   

TOP  TEN Membership starts May 2018 
I have decided to create a next level membership I am calling TOP TEN for all age groups with an extra class at each 
age group and next level commitment for those who are serious and have been identified as having the talent to do 
well at competition and even the potential to make the Olympics. Although it is ok to express interest in doing this it 
will be by invitation to apply followed by an interview to make sure both student (and parent if applicable) and coach 
are on the same page. Once accepted there will be a six month minimum to this membership with 30 days notice 
from either side after that .I am adding two new classes Tuesday for kids at 4pm and Thursday at 4pm for youth 
which will be reserved for TOP TEN students. Saturday 9am which has been some time already been used for extra 
training for our competitors will now be formalized as a TOP TEN class but for the interim it will still be open to 
those who are already doing this class but I imagine over time it will become exclusively a TOP TEN class. I am still 
keeping the $40 competitors membership and will continue to give extra coaching to those fully registered and ac-
tively willing to compete especially leading up to competition so this is not a way of forcing those people to upgrade 
but I imagine as time goes on it will be the logical choice for competitors. This is definitely to become a two way 
contract and there is an expectation that those in TOP TEN will commit to attending the great opportunities that 
Boxing Australia (NSW) and Boxing Australia . These obligations include for all ages Umina Open Sparring which 
happens once a month on central coast for juniors getting to Adidas junior development days for under 14 years and 
taking opportunities to do funded and self funded courses at Australian Institute of Sport Canberra and Justann will 
probably want people to do extra training with him. This is a membership therefore that is for people who want Box-
ing as their primary sport and wish to dedicate themselves to Boxing alone not an add-on to their Soccer/Rugby/
Rugby League training. It may be some time before the TOP TEN Kids and Youth program are used but I want to set 
up the structure now and layout for the future and spark in the minds of young people here the Olympic Dream. For 
those especially parents who are worried about the danger I would say this. As with most sports with an element of 
danger e.g. snowboarding  at the Olympics the earlier the start the better the skills will be when getting to the level 
when danger does kick in. In Boxing being able to compete as a teenager before the strength of a boy’s body in par-
ticular has developed fully will mean that defensive skills can be honed and the danger of getting hurt is less. Boxing 
has worked hard to reduce the risk and Brain Injury science has come a long way in how to manage and reduce risk to 
participants. There are still risks but I think they are small and compared to the career ending knee injuries that 
plague the football codes and even netball has more. However the road is absolutely brutal losing a Boxing match 
hurts both mentally and physically and is hard to rise from especially if you are early on and you have had three losses 
in a row but that is the test not how many pushups done but the will to keep going regardless is what I'm looking for. 



 



Sunday in May TBA 



Umina Sparring a must for serious students who want to compete  

If you want to get my attention as a coach don’t tell me about you aspirations and how hard you are willing to work and then not 
turn up to Umina Sparring. I will just think you are another tosser. This venue is one of the most important tools for getting our 
students ready for competition. The standard even for first fight competitors is huge under Olympic sanctioned Boxing Australia. 
Students who just train and spar within our school are living in a bubble and easily lulled into a false sense of security of where 
their standard lies. We make a student get their black shirt here and also hopefully attend Justann’s ’Ready to Fight Course’ before 
being eligible to compete but you can attend Umina PCYC Open Sparring days at any stage in your training  and in my mind the 
sooner the better. It is certainly daunting the first time you go but we generally advise you watch for the first little while and on 
the first time probably only do 2-4 rounds in the ring and gain confidence. Tell your partner and coach you are brand new and 
they are very likely to look after you. The rings are divided up in to rough weigh categories and also experience so you are likely to 
talk to someone who is just like you twitchy and nervous. As you gain confidence by going regularly you will  do more rounds you 
will make friends from other gyms. You may even get to spar someone really high level once they are a bit tired and are more inter-
ested in just moving around . Some of our girls have had the privilege of sparring Kaye Scott who has achieved a silver medal at 
World Championships and got a bronze medal at the Gold Coast Commonwealth games. Anja Stridsman who actually trains out 
of Umina PCYC and just won the Gold medal at Gold Coast Commonwealth games will also be a fixture there and boys don’t wor-
ry there’s plenty of big names state and national champions that will be there for you to play with as well. Both Justann and I will 
attend where we can but it is the one place I am confident that our students can go and are sre to come home safely. Joel Keegan 
who runs the Boxing Program and manages Umina PCYC is arguably one of the best coaches in the country having at times six 
national champions in his club there. He has been a dear friend and mentor to us almost from the moment I met him and our Ben 
Ramjan has had much special attention from Joel and of late so has our Peter Becker. The cost is just $20 which is the annual 
membership for joining the PCYC there and by doing so it makes us eligible to attend other PCYC events. Boxing Australia NSW of 
which I am on the committee for and PCYC’s of NSW are working closely together and there are some 20 Boxing competition 
events to be held across NSW this year of which we will have students competing in as many as we can. The path to success is set so 
jump on that train and take your boxing skills to the next level.  





David Nyika from New Zealand was the fighter of the Commonwealth Games in my opinion. He won the 91kg division with 
ease . He bears a significant resemblance in both looks and fighting style to Tim Hannan who has fought our Ben three times 
and brought our the best in him. Personality plays a big part in Boxing and David with his model looks and enormous skill is 
just what Olympic Boxing needs. I just hope he can win New Zealand’s first Gold Medal at the Olympics . The venue below.  





My dear friends and former 
students Amy and Lisa  
became the faces of Apple 
iPhone X campaign  and 
were on billboards around 
the city over Mardi Gras. I 
stayed with them for a week 
on the sunshine coast while 
I was up at the common-
wealth games and was taken 
to their fabulous gym Jamie 
Milne Training . I had such 
a good time and the crossfit 
training was challenging. 



Kaarle McCullough wins two gold one silver and bronze  

Kaarle seen here on the left with her teammate and at times arch rival Stephanie Morton did some time here before 
the Rio Olympics. Karrle had won a bronze medal at the London Olympics in the Team Sprint with the great Anna 
Meares. However she had to have a hip operation  after the games and was trying to force her way back into the team 
for Rio. She had asked her coach to find a Boxing Coach to help her toughen up mostly mentally but really there’s 
only one way to toughen up in boxing and that is to get punched in the face luckily Shiv was happy to oblige and alt-
hough Kaarle is a superb athlete nothing prepares you for a punch in the face from a trained boxer. I also contacted 
my mentor and former Karate teacher Hanshi Renzie Hanham who has been working with elite athletes in many 
sports Rugby, Triathlon and now Netball  with techniques to help them improve their mental resilience.   He gave us 
some amazingly simple techniques to help with competition nerves. To her absolute credit she took it on the chin and 
although she ended up the reserve for Rio she has come back and shown her best at the Commonwealth Games . I 
can’t say how absolutely happy I am for Kaarle she is an absolute credit to her sport accomplished but ever wide eyed 
like a child soaking up new information and her smile is just gorgeous. Congrats Kaarle so proud of you.  


